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Figure 1: Wanderlust: Imagine an embodied agent is walking on the street. It may observe new classes and old classes
simultaneously. The agent needs to learn fast given only a few samples (red) and recognize the subsequent instances of the
class once a label has been provided (green). In this work, we introduce a new online continual object detection benchmark
through the eyes of a graduate student to continuously learn emerging tasks in changing environments.

Abstract

Online continual learning from data streams in dynamic
environments is a critical direction in the computer vision
field. However, realistic benchmarks and fundamental stud-
ies in this line are still missing. To bridge the gap, we
present a new online continual object detection benchmark
with an egocentric video dataset, Objects Around Krishna
(OAK). OAK adopts the KrishnaCAM videos, an ego-centric
video stream collected over nine months by a graduate stu-
dent. OAK provides exhaustive bounding box annotations of
80 video snippets (∼17.5 hours) for 105 object categories
in outdoor scenes. The emergence of new object categories
in our benchmark follows a pattern similar to what a sin-
gle person might see in their day-to-day life. The dataset
also captures the natural distribution shifts as the person
travels to different places. These egocentric long running
videos provide a realistic playground for continual learn-
ing algorithms, especially in online embodied settings. We
also introduce new evaluation metrics to evaluate the model
performance and catastrophic forgetting and provide base-
line studies for online continual object detection. We believe
this benchmark will pose new exciting challenges for learn-
ing from non-stationary data in continual learning. The
OAK dataset and the associated benchmark are released at
https://oakdata.github.io/.

1. Introduction
Modern object detectors have made substantial progress

on internet images [5, 16, 37]. Nevertheless, challenges re-
main when detecting small objects [7], scaling to a large
number of categories [15] or learning from only a few la-
beled examples [19, 44]. The detector often degenerates
significantly when deployed on robots or ego-centric videos
in an embodied environment [8].

If we take a closer look at the typical learning setup, most
of the advances in object detection have been realized using
static images in an offline learning setup. In this setup, the
data is labeled with a fixed set of categories and divided into
two parts: training and testing. There is a training phase
where the detectors are learned by randomly shuffling and
feeding the training data for hundreds of epochs, followed
by an evaluation on the test set. However, this offline train-
ing and evaluation setup often does not reflect how humans
or embodied AI agents learn.

Unlike the current static offline settings, humans receive
a continuous temporal stream of visual data and train and
test the model on the same visual data, which is an online
continual setting. The categories of interest are unknown
beforehand. The model needs to learn new object categories
when objects belonging to previously unseen categories ap-
pear. Most of the learning happens online; we cannot use
the training data repeatedly across hundreds of epochs.

A side effect of this online continual learning setting is
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catastrophic forgetting [30]. Though previous works [1, 21,
29, 40, 48] attempt to address the issue, they are usually
evaluated offline and do not work well on structural predic-
tion tasks like object detection. What hinders the progress
in online continual learning is the lack of realistic datasets
and benchmarks. Most of the current research [32, 41, 49]
re-purpose existing static datasets such as VOC and COCO
to evaluate continual object detection. These approaches
use object categories one by one in a sequential manner.
These manual splits and artificial setups differ from the sce-
narios often encountered by embodied agents, where the
emergence of new tasks often follows the trajectories of the
agents and the frequencies of the object instances vary from
task to task. For example, the agents might observe the in-
stances of the same category after a few hours or even days.
They may visit some objects more often than others and re-
visit previously observed objects.

In this paper, we present a new online continual object
detection benchmark. Our benchmark consists of a new
labeled dataset – OAK (Objects Around Krishna). OAK
uses the videos from the KrishnaCam [43] dataset – an ego-
centric video dataset collected over nine months of a grad-
uate student’s life. OAK contains 80 labeled video snippets
totaling around 17.5 hours (roughly 1/4 of the raw videos in
KrishnaCam) with bounding box annotations of 105 object
categories in outdoor scenes. OAK provides a natural data
distribution and the task emergence following the trajecto-
ries of a single person. A few objects frequently appear due
to redundancy in daily routines, while new objects and cat-
egories constantly appear as they visit various places. This
dataset is a realistic playground to study online continual
learning, enables the embodied agent to learn from a hu-
man’s experience, and provides a unique opportunity for re-
searchers to pursue the essence of lifelong learning by ob-
serving the same person in a long time span.

We introduce several new evaluation metrics in the on-
line continual learning setup. In contrast to the previous task
incremental or class incremental settings in continual learn-
ing, there is no explicit task boundary in our setup and new
tasks emerge following the temporal order in the videos.
Therefore, we evaluate the overall performance (continual
average precision, CAP), transfer (backward/forward trans-
fer, BWT/FWT), and forgetting (forgetfulness, F) of the
models with an additional temporal dimension. We evalu-
ate the models periodically on the frames held out from the
same training video frames. The overall performance is ag-
gregated from these evaluations and the transfer/forgetting
is defined by the time intervals between the appearances of
instances from the same tasks. We adapt several typical con-
tinual learning algorithms (e.g., iCaRL [35], EWC [21], In-
cremental fine-tuning) to object detection and find the per-
formance of these approaches mediocre in the new bench-
mark, which leaves substantial room for future studies.

2. Related Work

Continual learning benchmarks. A large body of contin-
ual learning algorithms [1, 21, 29, 40, 48, 25, 46, 39, 45, 18,
24] have been developed and evaluated on image classifica-
tion benchmarks such as Permuted MNIST [14], CIFAR-
100 [22], and ImageNet [9]. More recently, Lomonaco and
Maltoni [28] introduced CORe50, a collection of 50 domes-
tic objects belonging to 10 categories, which supports im-
age classification at object level (50 classes) or at category
level (10 classes) and object detection in a recent update. In
contrast to our work, the task splits in CORe50 are created
manually and the benchmark is used for offline learning.

In the object detection domain, several incremental ob-
ject detection algorithms [23, 27, 32, 41] adopt existing
object detection datasets such as PASCAL VOC [11] and
MS COCO [26] for evaluation. They split the categories
and train the object detectors on a pre-defined order of the
categories sequentially. Chen et al. [6] study the prob-
lem of continual learning by building NEIL with inter-
net images. Kuznetsova et al. [23] extend the evaluation
from static images to video snippets like Activity Daily
Living (ADL) [33] dataset and YouTube Objects (YTO)
datasets [34] for incremental domain adaptation.

The task splits in these benchmarks are often manually
determined and the classes in the datasets are carefully bal-
anced. Moreover, existing benchmarks are mostly con-
structed using static images [9, 14, 22] or samples from
short object-centric video snippets (∼15 seconds) [28].
These existing benchmarks may not sufficiently unveil the
challenges of building human-like continual learning agents
given their artificial settings and static data sources.

Online continual learning settings. There is an emerging
line of works on online continual learning [13, 2, 4, 3, 36].
Aljundi et al. [3] develop a system that keeps on learning
over time in an online fashion, with data distributions grad-
ually changing and without the notion of separate tasks.
Ren et al. [36] recently extend the standard framework for
few-shot learning to an online, continual setting. Similar
to Aljundi et al., our online continual learning settings do
not have an explicit task boundary. Since the tasks emerge
as the person moves around, we introduce new metrics to
evaluate the model transfer and forgetting through time.

Ego-centric video recognition. Another related research
direction is ego-centric video recognition [38, 12, 20]. Most
works focus on developing methods that are suitable for the
unique perspective in an ego-centric video using an offline
setting [47, 20]. To this sense, the most related work is [10],
where they tackle the problem of continual image classi-
fication. However, the dataset they use is [28] extremely
short and clean, which cannot be sufficient to unveil the
challenges in ego-centric video recognition.
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Figure 2: Examples of annotated frames in OAK. OAK captures daily outdoor activities of a single graduate student. The
dataset spans a wide variety of environments and life experiences.

3. OAK Dataset

We introduce Objects Around Krishna (OAK), which la-
bels the objects that appear as Krishna wanders and per-
forms his daily routine. OAK is built upon the Krish-
naCam [43] dataset, a large egocentric video stream span-
ning nine months of a graduate student’s life. The origi-
nal KrishnaCam dataset contains 7.6 million frames of 460
video snippets with a total length of 70.2 hours. The raw
videos have a resolution of 720p and a frame rate of 30 fps.
In OAK, we label around 1/4 of the original dataset and re-
lease the labeled data in the website.

Annotation setup. We consider 105 object categories in
outdoor scenes where 16 classes are from the PASCAL
VOC dataset [11] and the remaining categories are frequent
classes determined by running the LVIS [15] pre-trained
Mask R-CNN model [16] on the raw videos. The full list
of the categories is provided in the website. We sample 80
videos from KrishnaCam, which uniformly span in time.
Each video snippet is about 7∼15 minutes long. Objects of
the 105 categories are exhaustively labeled at a frame rate
of 0.5 fps. In total, OAK contains roughly 326K bounding
boxes. Two human annotators are involved in labeling each
frame to ensure the label quality. Objects in the frames are
exhaustively annotated except for the tiny objects (less than
20× 20 pixels). In Figure 2, we show some examples of the
annotated frames in OAK.

Train and evaluation sets. In contrast to the offline set-
tings, the model is expected to train while evaluating on the
same data stream in an online continual learning setting to
evaluate the catastrophic forgetting. Therefore, we hold out
one frame every 16 labeled frames to construct an evalua-
tion set and the remaining frames are used for training. The

training and the evaluation sets cover a similar time range
of 9 months with different sample rates. The models will be
trained and evaluated in an online manner.

Dataset statistics. We show some data statistics in Figure 3.

Natural task distribution. In our online continual learning
setting, a new task is defined as recognizing a new object
category that was not encountered before. As shown in Fig-
ure 3a, the number of seen categories gradually increases
and the appearance rate of novel classes decreases over time
due to the repeated patterns in daily life.

Long-tail distribution. In Figure 3b and 3c, we can see OAK
has a long tail distribution both for the number of instances
per category and the category counts per image. In Fig-
ure 3d, we show the distribution of time intervals between
the reappearance of instances from the same category.

Skewed box sizes. As shown in Figure 3e, the box sizes in
OAK are skewed towards small and medium sizes, which
makes it hard for the detector to make correct predictions.

Diverse geo-locations. In Figure 3f, we plot the locations
of the video recordings. We can see that places like campus
and home are frequently visited while other places are only
occasionally visited.

4. Online Continual Learning Benchmark

In this benchmark, we consider two online continual
learning settings depending on whether the categories of in-
terest are known beforehand. In both cases, the training data
and labels emerge sequentially following the time stamps
and the model is evaluated every N training steps. The main
difference is the way that unseen categories are dealt with
at the time of evaluation. If the model has a known vocab-
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(a) The number of categories increase
over time but the emergence rate of
novel categories decrease over time.

(b) The number of instances per cat-
egory reveals a long tail distribution
with existence of many rare classes.

(c) Distribution of number of cate-
gories per image also reveals a long tail
distribution.

(d) Distribution of time interval be-
tween the reappearances of data points
from the same category.

(e) Distribution of the bounding box
size (pixel space). The distribution is
skewed to small / medium size objects.

(f) Location distribution. Places in
red are often visited and places in
blue are occasionally visited.

Figure 3: Dataset statistics. Best viewed digitally.

ulary of the classes referred as the known setting, we can
simply report the average precision (AP) on each category
at each evaluation although some categories may not have
been trained at the time of evaluation (often leading to a
lower evaluation result).

The case where the model has an open vocabulary of
classes, referred as the unknown setting, is a bit more chal-
lenging but also more realistic. We introduce an IDK (I
don’t know) class for the unseen categories at the current
time stamp. For all the objects from the unseen categories
in the evaluation set, the model needs to predict IDK for a
correct prediction. The average precision of predicting IDK
is also part of the evaluation protocol, which indicates the
model’s ability to identify new classes. For simplicity, we
don’t require the model to distinguish the exact category
among the unseen categories as long as the model predicts
IDK for the unseen objects.

4.1. Evaluation Metrics

In the online continual learning setting, we focus on
three aspects of the learned model: how well does the model
perform overall? How well does the model transfer new
knowledge? How resistant is the model to catastrophic for-
getting? To this end, we introduce five evaluation metrics:
continual average precision (CAP) and final average pre-
cision (FAP) for overall performance evaluation; forward
transfer (FWT) for transfer performance evaluation; back-
ward transfer (BWT) and forgetfulness (F) for forgetting
performance evaluation. It’s worth noting that transfer and

forgetfulness are more comparable if two models have sim-
ilar CAP. We adopt the commonly used AP50 (i.e., the aver-
age precision score with an IoU threshold of 50%) in object
detection for measurement.
CAP shows the overall performance of the model in the
time span of the entire video stream. Inspired by OS-
AKA [4], the accuracy of each timestep is evaluated using
the current model instead of the final model. At each time
t, the model is trained using a small batch (t × b-th train-
ing frame to (t + 1)× b-th training frame, where b denotes
batch size) of data fromDtrain. After time t, this small batch
of images is no longer allowed to be used. We continue this
training process until the entire video stream is covered. Ev-
ery N training steps, the model is evaluated on the test set
Dtest. The reported CAPti (ith evaluation step) is defined as

CAPti =
1

C

C∑
c=0

CAPc
ti , (1)

where CAPc
ti is the average precision (AP) of the class c on

the test set. CAP is then defined as the average values across
different time stamps. That is,

CAP =
1

T

T∑
i=0

CAPti =
1

TC

T∑
i=0

C∑
c=0

CAPc
ti , (2)

where T is the total evaluation times.
FAP is the final average precision of the last model when
the model finishes training. This is a more fair evaluation
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metric when comparing with offline learning models as both
models have observed the entire video stream.

FWT evaluates the forward transfer ability of new knowl-
edge inspired by GEM [29]. FWT shows the influence that
learning a scenario (a video clip, denoted as St) has on the
performance for future scenarios (Sk, k > t). The scenar-
ios are a short clip with a fixed interval of 0.94 hour in our
benchmark. Positive forward transfer is possible when the
model is able to perform “zero-shot” learning. Specifically,
we divide both Dtrain and Dtest evenly into T scenarios in
temporal order, where each division of Di

train and Di
test is

used as train set and test set of scenario Si.
After the model finishes learning from scenario Si, we

evaluate its test performance on all T scenarios. By doing
so, we construct the matrix R ∈ RT×T , where Ri,j is the
test mean average precision (mAP) of the model on scenario
Sj after observing the last frame from Si. Letting b̄ be the
vector of test mAP of an pre-trained object detector for each
scenario, we define FWT as:

FWT =
1

T − 1

T∑
i=2

Ri−1,i − b̄i. (3)

BWT shows the influence that learning a scenario (a video
clip, denoted as St) has on the performance on previous
scenarios (Sk, k < t). Negative backward transfer is also
known as forgetting. Specifically, we define BWT as:

BWT =
1

T − 1

T−1∑
i=1

RT,i −Ri,i. (4)

Forgetfulness (F) estimates the model forgetting due to the
sequential training. For a class c, we sort the CAPc

ti accord-
ing to the time interval k between evaluation time ti and the
last time ti − k the model is trained on c. After the CAPc

ti
is sorted, all CAPc

ti (i = 0, . . . , T ) are divided into K bins
Bkmin, ..., Bkmax according to the time interval k. The av-
erage CAP (aCAPk) of each bin Bk is defined as the model’s
performance for detecting class c after the model have not
been trained on c for k time stamps. We define forgetfulness
(F) of the class c as the weighted sum of the performance
decrease at each time:

Fc =

kmax∑
k=kmin

k − kmin∑kmax
k=kmin k − kmin

×(aCAPkmin−aCAPk).

(5)
Thus, the overall forgetting is defined as

F =
1

C

C∑
c=0

Fc. (6)

Figure 4: Incremental fine-tuning. The entire object de-
tector, including both the feature extractor F and the box
predictor (R & C) are pretrained using PASCAL VOC. In
online continual learning, the backbone is fixed, while RPN
and box predictor are fine-tuned.

5. Experiments

We describe three widely adopted continual learning al-
gorithms in Section 5.1 and present their performance on
our benchmark in Section 5.2. Although the existing con-
tinual learning algorithms generally improve over the non-
adaptive model, the CAP value for each of the algorithms is
less than 20. This indicates our benchmark is challenging,
which has a large room for future algorithm designs.

5.1. Continual Learning Algorithms

We select the three representative continual learning
methods according to Parisi et al. [31]. Incremental fine-
tuning is intuitive and widely adopted as a baseline for con-
tinual learning. iCaRL [35] is a widely used memory-based
method. EWC [21] is a representative regularization-based
method. We first show how each method is deployed to the
known setting, and we then show that these methods can
easily adapt to the unknown setting.

Incremental fine-tuning. The first baseline is incremen-
tal fine-tuning on the widely used two-stage object de-
tector, Faster R-CNN [37], which is pretrained on the
PASCAL VOC dataset. As shown in Figure 4, the fea-
ture learning components F include the backbone (e.g.,
ResNet [17], VGG16 [42]), the region proposal network
(RPN), as well as a two-layer fully-connected (FC) sub-
network as a proposal-level feature extractor. There is also
a box predictor composed of a box classifier C to clas-
sify the object categories and a box regressor R to predict
the bounding box coordinates. The backbone features, as
well as the RPN features, are class-agnostic. However, we
find keeping the RPN updated during fine-tuning signifi-
cantly improves the performance. Thus, we only keep the
backbone fixed during the incremental fine-tuning process.
Whenever new data comes in, we fine-tune the RPN, the
box classifier, and the regressor on the new data.

iCaRL. The second baseline adapts from the iCaRL [35]
algorithm proposed by Rebuffi et al. The original iCaRL
is designed for image classification and we implement this
approach with the Faster R-CNN based detector. As illus-
trated in Figure 5, iCaRL additionally includes a memory
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Figure 5: Illustraion of iCaRL. The network parameters are
updated by minimizing the loss on both streaming data and
memorized prioritized exemplars.

bankM to store the representative examples of each cate-
gory, which are selected and updated randomly during each
step. The memory bank has a fixed size (we set it to 5
images per category) and the old examples in the memory
bank are replaced with newer data points. For each training
step, we would randomly select a sample (image with one
object label) from each class of the memory bank to train
jointly. Same as incremental fine-tuning, we keep the back-
bone fixed and fine-tune the RPN, the box classifier, and the
regressor when new data comes in.

EWC. The third baseline adapts from the EWC algo-
rithm [21], proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. Similar to iCaRL,
we apply the EWC algorithm to the box classifiers in Faster
R-CNN. EWC does not require access to ground truth labels
in the memory bank. The main idea of EWC is to impose
constraints over the gradient updates so that the gradient up-
dates on the new examples do not increase the classification
loss on the old examples as illustrated by Figure 6. Inter-
ested readers can refer to the EWC paper [21] for detailed
mathematical formulations.

Other baselines. We provide the performance of the Faster
R-CNN pretrained on the PASCAL VOC data, denoted as
non-adaptation in the result tables. We also provide the
model performance using offline training. At each evalu-
ation time ti (ith evaluation step), the entire video stream
before ti are used as one training set. We then conduct batch
training offline and report the CAPti on Dtest. This baseline
is denoted as offline training in the result tables.

Training details. For a fair comparison, we use ResNet-
50 [17] as the backbone of all continual learning algorithms,
and the base object detector, Faster R-CNN, is pretrained on
PASCAL VOC [11]. OAK share the same 20 categories
with the PASCAL VOC dataset and thus the pretrained
model can be used as an initial point. In the known setting,
the number of categories in the detector is fixed and set to
105. In the unknown setting, the number of categories in-
creases through time. We add a column to the box classifier
and a box regressor when new data contains previous un-
seen categories. At the prediction time, if the confidence of
all classes is smaller than a threshold while the confidence
of background also maintains a low status, the agent should
predict IDK.

Figure 6: Illustration of EWC (figure adapted from [29]).
When learning to predict a new class B, the gradient up-
dates may hurt the performance of the old class A. EWC
minimizes the classification loss without incurring a signif-
icant loss on the old classes.

5.2. Overall Model Performance

Known class vocabulary. In Table 1, we provide the
overall model performance measured by continual average
precision (CAP) and final average precision (FAP) under
the known setting, where the vocabulary of the classes
is known beforehand. The pretrained model on PASCAL
VOC (Non-adaptation) only achieves 2.86 points on the
new OAK dataset. Even for the classes that overlap with the
original PASCAL VOC data (e.g., chair, dining table, etc.),
the performance is extremely low. This indicates that OAK
has a large domain gap with the existing detection dataset,
which uses static Internet images.

For the three continual learning algorithms, the memory-
based approach iCaRL outperforms the vanilla incremen-
tal fine-tuning. This demonstrates that the simple rehearsal
strategy can still play an important role in the new on-
line continual learning setting. However, the regularization-
based approach EWC does not help with the overall perfor-
mance in our setting, which might be due to the complica-
tion of the mixed task orders. It is also worth noticing that
both EWC and iCaRL have a significant performance gap
compared with the offline training. This indicates that the
new online continual learning setting may require more in-
novation in the algorithm designs to deal with the new chal-
lenges posed by online learning. Additionally, since both of
them are not designed for object detection, the model per-
formance may be improved if one can design models spe-
cialized for object detection.

We notice that the model performance of the offline
training is only about 49.48 points. It is a relatively low
model performance compared with the model performance
on other detection datasets such as PASCAL VOC or COCO
where the AP50 scores are often above 50 points. This
gap is also discovered by other egocentric video chal-
lenges [8, 38]. We conjecture the new challenges posed
by OAK comes from the intrinsic features of ego-centric
videos, such as motion blur, lots of occlusion and partially
observed objects due to limited field of view and the long
tail distribution.

We visualize the CAP for each class during online con-
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Table 1: Overall performance of existing algorithms on OAK measured by continual average precision (CAP) and final aver-
age precision (FAP) with known class vocabulary (known). FAP is consistently better than CAP, which shows all algorithms
benefit from learning from more data. Due to the distribution shift, the non-adaptation model has the lowest performance.
The regularization-based EWC approach performs similar to vanilla incremental fine-tuning. While the memory-based iCaRL
approach is significantly better than vanilla incremental fine-tuning. The offline training results show that OAK is a bit chal-
lenging to the current object detector even under the offline training setting.

Method FAP CAP Top-20 Booth Umbrella Awning Bag Chair Dining Table Fireplug Car

Non-adaptation 2.86 2.86 11.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.88 26.38 0.0 55.90

Incremental 12.47 10.47 33.84 0.20 2.46 4.58 18.24 31.70 36.51 39.53 69.68
EWC 12.55 10.52 33.80 0.21 3.02 4.53 17.79 31.38 36.67 38.73 69.71
iCaRL 21.89 16.39 40.92 6.88 6.91 3.59 10.67 28.72 40.59 45.18 67.18

Offline training 49.48 37.11 67.77 20.05 35.86 28.65 42.69 66.51 71.09 64.15 78.80

Figure 7: CAPti changes on OAK test set, in chronological order. CAPti increases as the model is trained on frames where
each category exists, but as more time passes between examples, the forgetting effect is observed and the performance falls.

Table 2: Overall performance of the existing algorithms on OAK measured by continual average precision (CAP) and final
average precision (FAP) with an unknown class vocabulary (unknown). In this evaluation, the model needs to predict IDK
for the objects in the unseen categories. All the continual learning algorithms considered have a decreased performance
compared with the known setting. Again Incremental finetuning and EWC achieve similar performance. iCaRL outperforms
incremental fine-tuning and EWC but there is substantial room for improvement.

Method FAP Overall Top-20 Booth Umbrella Awning Bag Chair Dining Table Fireplug Car IDK

Non-adaptation 2.86 2.86 11.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.88 26.38 0.0 55.90 -

Incremental 11.19 9.78 32.10 0.06 1.45 3.87 16.68 29.26 32.81 36.32 68.76 0.32
EWC 10.34 9.57 31.62 0.21 1.63 3.72 16.46 29.76 33.39 33.41 68.76 0.29
iCaRL 17.56 14.70 41.42 3.58 4.83 2.72 10.18 23.81 32.86 39.84 64.02 0.36

Offline training 46.40 36.88 71.35 18.90 31.90 29.36 41.36 64.59 70.57 63.77 78.36 1.21

tinual learning. As shown in Figure 7, the shading indicates
when the agent observes new data points from a specific
class, while the points on each curve are evaluation steps on
OAK. Notice how in each class the performance increases
initially, but as more time passes between examples, the for-
getting effect is observed and the performance falls. When
the next round of data is seen towards the end, the perfor-
mance improves again.

Unknown class vocabulary. In Table 2, we provide the
overall performance of the algorithms with an unknown
class vocabulary measured by CAP and FAP. In this eval-

uation, the model needs to predict IDK for the objects in
the unseen categories, which is more challenging than the
known setting. As we can see from the table, all the con-
tinual learning algorithms considered have a decreased per-
formance compared with the known setting. Again iCaRL
outperforms incremental fine-tuning and EWC but there is
substantial room for improvement.

5.3. Transfer and Forgetting

Transfer. In the first column of Table 4, we compare
the forward transferability of three continual learning al-
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Table 3: Forgetfulness of the continual learning algorithms. The forgetfulness (F) metric indicates the catastrophic forgetting
and smaller F scores mean less forgetting on the learned knowledge. iCaRL is better at avoiding catastrophic forgetting than
the incremental fine-tuning and EWC.

Method Overall Worst-20 Booth Umbrella Awning Bag Chair Dining Table Fireplug Car

Incremental 5.77 22.28 0.60 1.10 1.28 -1.95 2.91 -0.29 11.89 5.75
EWC 5.96 23.48 0.43 1.85 1.13 -2.00 2.76 0.02 10.30 5.76
iCaRL 1.78 14.72 -5.65 2.03 0.67 -1.41 1.50 0.68 6.79 3.32

Figure 8: Forgetfulness of sample categories. We provide the evaluation curve on the test set under different time stamps.

Method FWT BWT

Incremental 15.01 -4.51
EWC 14.84 -3.62
iCaRL 15.73 -5.95

Table 4: Knowledge transferability under the known set-
ting. Incremental fine-tuning has better forward transfer-
ability and worse backward transferability. This shows that
gradient regularization can alleviate catastrophic forgetting
at the cost of information gain.

gorithms under the known setting. Higher FWT indi-
cates a faster learner. Incremental fine-tuning has higher
FWT compared with EWC. EWC is more conservative
about learning from new data points with regularization of
the weight change. We don’t compare transferability for
unknown setting since the tasks keep changing.

Forgetting. In Table 3, we present the forgetfulness of
the continual learning algorithms under the known setting.
The forgetfulness (F) metric indicates the amount of catas-
trophic forgetting. Smaller F scores indicate less forgetting
on the learned knowledge. iCaRL is significantly better at
avoiding catastrophic forgetting than the incremental fine-
tuning method and EWC. For more comparison with ex-
isting metrics, we also compare the backward transferabil-
ity of three continual learning algorithms under the known
setting (second column of Table 4). Higher BWT indicates
less forgetting. EWC has higher BWT than Incremental
fine-tuning since EWC finds solutions for new tasks with-
out incurring significant losses on old tasks. We choose for-

getfulness (F) as our main metric to estimate the model’s
forgetting due to the sequential training.

We also visualize the forgetfulness changes of each class
during online continual learning. As shown in Figure 8,
the forgetfulness increases as the time from seeing the last
labeled data increases. Notice that in most cases, the incre-
mental fine-tuning baseline performs best.

6. Conclusion
Online continual learning from continuous data streams

in dynamic environments is of an increasing interest in the
machine learning and computer vision community. How-
ever, realistic datasets and benchmarks, especially for object
detection, are still missing. In this work, we presented a new
online continual object detection benchmark dataset called
OAK. OAK uses the videos from the KrishnaCAM dataset,
which features an ego-centric video stream collected over
a nine-month time span. OAK provides exhaustive annota-
tions of 80 video snippets (∼17.5 hours) with 326K bound-
ing boxes of 105 object categories in outdoor scenes. Our
continual learning benchmark follows the life pattern of a
single person, which is more realistic compared to the ex-
isting continual learning benchmarks. We introduced new
evaluation metrics as well as baseline evaluations for two
evaluation setups. We hope this work inspires research in
embodied online continual learning of object detectors.
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